Abstract
Introduction
Image data collected by a sensor suffers from quality degradation. A good quality image should display shape edges at physical surface boundaries, and show smooth gradual intensity change on the physical surfaces. Such an image would allow edge information to be extracted unambiguously by the human eye or by an automated system
The most common kind of image degradation is the additive noise represented by the following equation.
x(i, j ) = x, (i, j) + n(i, j ) W k R x(i, j) is the intensity at pixel location (ij), x, ( i , j)is the noiseless (ideal) pixel at (id), n(i, j ) is the random noise.
A noise reduction filter will attempt to estimate x, (i, j ) given x ( i , j ) . The better the filter, the closer to the ideal noiseless value its estimates are. Such noise reduction filters are usually some form of low-pass filter that smooth out noisy spikes in the data. However, they also lose 60-of tbe subtle edge information Tknfore, the trade-off is usually between smoothing and edge preservation. This paper decusses the results of the bootstrap mean filter that reproduces the noiseless pixels more closely and yet preserves more of the edge information. The bootstrap statistical method was discussed in Efron and Tibshirani [ 11. Comparisons of the performance of the filters were also conducted using computer generated images of an airplane. This image has a black background (pixel value = 0) and a maximum brightness of 255. 
Test Data

Filter Performance Metrics
Using the checkerboard data, knowing what the perfect image should look like, the following measures were used to gauge the performance of the filters. For measuring the restoration of the degraded image, the root-mean-sqm of the difference between the noisy image and the ideal checkerboad were calculated and compared as follows:
is the pixel at the (i, j) position in the noisy An often contradicting measure of filter performance is edge preservation. Most restoration is performed by applying a smoothing filter, which tends to wash out the edge information that is important in computer vision applications. Since the location and size of the edges are well-defmed in a checkerboard, a measure of how well the filter preserves edges is as follows:
where V x.. are the pixel value at location (ij), i and j are multiples of 10, n is the number of pairs of edge pixels.
Procedure
The bootstrap mean of the pixels within a small moving window (3x3 and 5x5) was calculated by using a 20% trimmed mean and 200 artificially generated random data samples. A standard deviation was also calculated for each pixel location at the center of the moving window. Intermediate results of two arrays were obtained, one for the bootstrap mean and another for the standard deviation. The standard deviation array was then used as a conditional filter to give the fmal filtered image in the following fashion.
The average ( psd) and standard deviation ( ad) of the standard deviation over the entire image (less the boundary pixels) were then calculated and used to detamine whether the bootstrap mean or the original pixel value should be used in the final filtered image. If the standard deviation was greater than ( pd+ ad) then the original pixel value was used instead of the bootstrap mean. The rationale was that the larger than normal standard deviation was likely to be found near the edges. Results of experimentation with ( p, + 3 uSd) as a condition were also obtained.
Similar conditional filtering was also added to the basic median, mean, and trimmed mean filter to allow a better comparison with the above bootstrap mean filter.
However, only the condition ( pd + ud) was used because 3 U , is usually quite large for these other filters.
Resu 1 t s 1. Checkerboard
The mean, median, trimmed mean, and bootstrap mean filters were used to filter the noisy checkerboard images. The bootstrap mean filter proved superior in retaining edges. While the other filters lost more edge strength as the size of the moving window was mcreased &om 3x3 to 5x5, the bootstrap mem filter actually improved in edge strength. The bootstrap mean filter retained more edge strength while more closely matching the original noiseless checkerboard. The other filters apparently outperformed the bootsbap in image restoration under very noisy condition (sd = 1). This is probably due to the fact that very noisy pixels at the edges were put back into the filtered image by the bootstrap mean filter more often than by the other filters. 
Airplane
by adding Gaussian noise. Table 2 shows the results after amlvina a median filter and a bootstrap mean filter with A straight median filter (without the conditional filtering) was used to compare to the bootstrap mean filter. ne mean and s w h d deviation of the intensity in the original noiseless image (row x column = 329x150) are mean filter designed hand1e* i60 artkcial samples. The b00tstrq mean filter is only mW3bllY better than the median filter. It is possible that this particular image contains too few edges which the
Discussions
The bootstrap mean filter implemented here performed well comparing to other common noise reduction filters. Its advantages are that (1) the mean estimate is more robust, (2) the standard deviation used is a good estimate of the error in the mean calculated and hence more useh1 in determining the reliability of the filtered pixel, (3) the method is independent of the statistical characteristics of the noise. This bootstrap approach can be extended to calculating the standard deviation of the median, maximum, or minimum within a small moving window.
The major drawback to this approach is that it require tremendous amount of computing time. For a 100x100 image, it typically requires 30 minutes of CPU time on a Silicon Graphics Indigo(TM) workstation. Hardware implementation of the bootstrap is almost imperative. The following schematic (figure 2) shows a possible hardware implementation of a bootstrap for the median filter. The median filter could use an analog VSLI hardware such as that developed by Kontogiorgia and Andreou [2] . A bootstrap minimum or maximum filter is similar and could utilize a hardware implementation of a winner-take-all neural net in place of the median filter. Figure 2 . A schematic of a hardware implementation of the bootstrap for the median filter. The 9 pixels from a 3x3 moving window and 9 random bits (with 8 zeros and 1 one at a random position) is input into a set of 9 AND gates. The set of 9 random bits used in each group of 9 AND gates is generated separately.
